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Abstract

Clinical Named Entity Recognition
(Clinical-NER), which aims at identifying
and classifying clinical named entities
into predefined categories, is a critical
pre-processing task in health information
systems. Different machine learning
approaches have been used to extract and
classify clinical named entities. Each
approach has its own strength as well as
weakness when considered individually.
Ensemble technique uses the strength of
one approach to overcome the weakness
of another approach by combining the
outputs of different classifiers in order
to make the decision thereby improving
the results. Segment representation is a
technique that is used to add a tag for
each token in a given text. In this paper,
we propose an ensemble approach to
combine the outputs of four different base
classifiers in two different ways, namely,
majority voting and stacking. We have
used support vector machines to train the
base classifiers with different segment
representation models namely IOB2,
IOE2, IOBE and IOBES. The proposed
algorithm is evaluated on a well-known
clinical dataset i2b2 2010 corpus and re-
sults obtained illustrate that the proposed
approach outperforms the performance of
each of the base classifiers.

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a leading sub-
task of information extraction originated from the
Sixth Understanding Conference (MUC-6) (Gr-
ishman and Sundheim, 1996), which aims at iden-
tifying Named Entities (NEs) in a text and clas-

sifying them into predefined classes. Names of
organizations, locations and persons are examples
of NEs in general newswire domain, while DNA,
RNA and protein are examples of NEs in biologi-
cal domain. In clinical domain, terms representing
problem, treatment and laboratory test are consid-
ered as NEs.

The exponential growth of health information
systems produce a massive amount of Electronic
Health Records (EHRs). It is vital to apply NER
for health information systems because EHRs
contain NEs representing laboratory test, prob-
lem and treatment in unstructured narrative doc-
uments (Friedman et al., 1994). Moreover, NER
in clinical domain (Clinical-NER) is an important
pre-processing task in health information systems
where further tasks of health information systems
depend essentially on the results of Clinical-NER.
Clinical-NER is a challenging problem because,
in addition to the general challenges of NER there
are other challenges resulting from the nature of
clinical NEs such as: -

1. Ambiguity:- the major sources of ambiguity
are abbreviations and acronyms (Pakhomov
et al., 2005), which are used routinely in clin-
ical texts. Two different cases cause the am-
biguity, (i) same abbreviation used for differ-
ent entities such as ”EF (Ejection Fraction)”
which is used as a medical problem as well
as a laboratory test, and (ii) an abbreviation
conflicts with a word such as ”VS” which is a
laboratory test as well as abbreviation for the
word ”versus”.

2. Multiple words entities:- most of clinical
entities consist of multiple words such as
”lower abdominal pain” and ”chest x-ray”.

3. Nested clinical entities:- some clinical enti-
ties occur as a part of longer entity such as197



”BP (blood pressure)”, a laboratory test oc-
curs in ”control BP” which is a treatment.

4. Polysemy:- same clinical term can represent
different meanings based on the context, such
as ”inflammation” may refer to skin prob-
lem, a cellular level problem as well as non-
medical activity.

5. Synonymy:- a single medical concept can be
expressed as multiple words (Dehghan et al.,
2013) such as ”baby” and ”foetus” which
means the same in many medical contexts.

In addition to these challenges, there is no standard
nomenclature for clinical entities of same class.

1.1 NER approaches
The commonly used approaches for NER are dic-
tionary based approach, rule based approach, Ma-
chine Learning (ML) approach and hybrid ap-
proach (Keretna et al., 2015). In dictionary based
approach, a dictionary or lexicon, which contains
a finite set of named entities is used to look up
for the entities in texts. Rule based approach
uses well-designed domain specific hand crafted
rules by experts to match the entities. In ML
approach, ML algorithms such as Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVMs), Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) and Maximum Entropy (ME) are used to
create a learning model using training set to de-
tect the boundaries of entities and classify them
into one of the predefined classes. Hybrid ap-
proach combines two or more approaches to iden-
tify NEs. ML approach either solo or hybrid with
another approach is preferable to use as they can
easily adopt to new domains as well as identify un-
seen entities. The major requirement of an ML ap-
proach is an annotated data set tagged by experts
(training data) to train the learning model.

1.2 General Framework of NER using ML
approach

Figure 1 shows the general framework of NER us-
ing ML approach. In this model, a training data set
is used to train the classifier and a set of untagged
data (testing data) is used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the classifier. In tokenization phase, data
sets are tokenized into set of tokens or words. In
feature extraction phase, a set of features are ex-
tracted. Feature extraction is a very important
phase as the performance of the model depends
essentially on features. Then the features of the

Figure 1: Machine learning framework for NER

training data are used to learn the model and that
of testing data are used for evaluation. The suc-
cess of ML approach depends on the quality of
annotated training data, quality of the features ex-
tracted as well as the algorithm used for creating
the classification model. Each classification algo-
rithm has its strength as well as weakness when
used individually. Some classifiers give good re-
sults on some datasets whereas the same classifier
perform very bad on some other datasets. So, in-
stead of considering a single classifier, it will be
beneficially to pool the classifiers and then take
the collective decision similar to the decision taken
by a committee rather than an individual. This
technique which overcomes the weakness of some
classifiers using the strength of other classifiers is
termed as ”ensemble” and is gaining importance
for various applications. Ensemble classification
uses a set of classifiers preferably weak, diverse
and heterogenous classifiers as base classifiers and
combines the output of these base classifiers in dif-
ferent ways to get the final output. To achieve the
diversity of base classifiers, researchers are using
different feature sets, different training sets and/or
different classification algorithms. There are dif-
ferent approaches to create ensemble classifiers
such as bagging, boosting and stacking (Polikar,
2006). In bagging, different training subsets are
drawn with replacement from the entire training
data and each training data subset is used to train
each base classifier. The outputs of base classifiers
are combined using majority voting. Boosting is
similar to bagging, but the selection process of
training subsets subsequently gives more weight
to misclassified samples. Stacking uses outputs198



IO IOB1 IOB2 IOE1 IOE2 IOBE IOBES
Treatment O O O O O O O

/ O O O O O O O
stay O O O O O O O

IHSS I-problem B-problem B-problem E-problem E-problem B-problem S-problem
AF I-problem B-problem B-problem E-problem E-problem B-problem S-problem

ESRD I-problem B-problem B-problem E-problem E-problem B-problem S-problem
on O O O O O O O
HD I-treatment I-treatment B-treatment I-treatment E-treatment B-treatment S-treatment

, O O O O O O O
IgA I-problem I-problem B-problem I-problem I-problem B-problem B-problem

nephropathy I-problem I-problem I-problem I-problem E-problem E-problem E-problem
on O O O O O O O

Table 1: An example of using different Segment Representation models

of base classifiers to train a new model, which is
known as meta-classifier (Wolpert, 1992) and the
meta-classifier is used for final classification.

1.3 Segment Representation
Segment Representation (SR) (Cho et al., 2013)
involves the process of assigning suitable class la-
bel to the words in a given text. SR models have
been applied for different tasks such as Part of
Speech (PoS) tagging and Noun Phrase chunking
(NP-chunking) (Wu, 2014). SR model comprises
set of tags, which determine the position of a to-
ken in NE, combined with the class label that NE
belongs to. The tags used in SR techniques are Be-
gin (B), End (E), Inside (I), Single (S) and Outside
(O). For example, SR for a token is B-XXX means
that word is the first word of a NE of class XXX.
SR can represent multiple word NEs and nested
NEs. Different models are used for segment repre-
sentation by different researchers. The primary SR
model IO (Béchet et al., 2000) assigns the tag I for
the tokens inside the entity and the tag O for the to-
kens outside the entity, but is not able to represent
the boundaries of two consecutive entities of the
same class. IOB1 model has been introduced to
solve this problem (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995),
by assigning the tag B to the first token of consecu-
tive NEs of same class, while IOB2 model assigns
the tag B for the first word of each NE (Ratna-
parkhi, 1998). IOE1 and IOE2 models use same
concepts of IOB1 and IOB2 respectively, but as-
signs the tag E to the last token of NEs (Kudo and
Matsumoto, 2001). Sun et al. (2010) introduced
IOBE model which concerns with the beginning
and end of the NE. IOBE model assigns the tags
B and E for the first and last word of all NEs re-

spectively. IOBES model is a modified version of
IOBE model that is concerned with single word
NEs. In addition to IOBE tags, the IOBES model
assigns the tag S to the NEs of a single word. This
model differentiates between the single word and
multiple words NEs. Example of tagging the text
fragment ”Treatment / stay IHSS AF ESRD on HD
, IgA nephropathy on ..” with different SR models
is shown in Table 1.

2 Related Work

The research works carried out in ensemble ap-
proach uses different training data sets or different
learning algorithms to create the base classifiers.
Different ML algorithms such as SVM and CRF
have been used for Clinical-NER (Li et al., 2008).
Keretna et al. (2014), have introduced a hybrid
approach using rule-based and dictionary-based
approaches to identify drug names in unstructured
and informal texts. The system was evaluated
on i2b2 2009 medication challenge dataset and
reported 66.97% f-score. Dictionaries and rule-
based approaches have been extensively used to
extract clinical entities in clinical information
systems such as MedLEE developed by Friedman
et. al. (1994), MetaMap developed by Arnson
and Lang (2010) and cTAKES developed by
Savova et al. (2010). Gurulingappa et al. (2010)
trained CRFs on textual features enhanced with
the output of a rule-based NER system. They
evaluated their work using i2b2/VA 2010 medical
challenge dataset and reported 81.2% f-measure.
Halgrim et al., (2010) designed a hybrid approach
that comprised of CRF and Rule-based approach
for Clinical-NER. Zhang and Elhadad (2013) de-199



Figure 2: Learning base classifiers

veloped an unsupervised approach for extracting
clinical entities from free text. They used inverse
document frequency as a base to filter candi-
date clinical NEs. Ekbal and Saha (2013) used
stacked ensemble approach to extract biomedical
NEs. Shashirekha and Nayel (2016) studied the
performance of biomedical NER using different
SR models. Keretna et al. (2015) introduced a
technique for boosting clinical-NER by extending
IOBES model, and have introduced a new tag to
resolve the problem of ambiguity. They evaluated
the proposed technique on i2b2/VA 2010 medical
challenge dataset. There is a growing interest in
studying Clinical-NER for non-English texts (Wu
et al., 2015; Spat et al., 2008). Wu et al. (2015)
trained a deep neural network model to extract
clinical entities from Chinese texts .

In this paper, we have proposed an ensemble al-
gorithm for Clinical-NER. Up to our knowledge,
this is the first work that uses SR models to achieve
diversity of base classifiers. Our approach is a
two-stage ensemble algorithm. In the first stage,
we have used SVM algorithm to create four base
classifiers with different SR models namely IOB2,
IOE2, IOBE and IOBES. Stacking using CRF as
a meta-classifier and Majority Voting have been
used separately to combine the results of base clas-
sifiers in the second stage.

Figure 3: Combining base classifiers using Major-
ity Voting

3 Methodology

We propose a two-stage ensemble approach for
clinical-NER. Figure 2 shows the framework of
first phase, where training data is used to learn
the base classifiers. We have used SVM algorithm
to learn four different base classifiers using differ-
ent SRs models namely, IOB2, IOE2, IOBE and
IOBES. In second phase, we have combined the
outputs of the base classifiers created in the first
phase using Majority Voting and Stacking sep-
arately which form the result of ensemble tech-
nique. Figures 3 and 4 show the framework of
second phase using Majority Voting and Stacking
respectively. We designed a SR converter module
to convert the dataset which is available in IOB2
model into other SR module.

3.1 Feature extraction

Features, the properties of tokens or words, are the
keystones of ML algorithms. The following fea-
tures were extracted for our system:-

1. Word length:- This is a numeric value that de-
termines the length of the current token.

2. Context words:- These are the words sur-
rounding the current word. The context win-
dow of size n means n words before the
current word and n words after the cur-
rent word, e.g. context window of size 3200



Figure 4: Combining base classifiers using Stack-
ing

is wi−3...wi...wi+3 where wi is the current
word.

3. Word affixes:- These are prefixes and suffixes
of the current word. Prefix of length n is the
first n characters of the word, while suffix of
length n is the last n characters of the word.
We have used all suffixes and prefixes up to
length 5.

4. Part-of-Speech (PoS) tags:- PoS information
is a very important feature, it determines the
role of the word in the sentence. PoS tags are
extracted using GENIA tagger V3.0.211.

5. Chunk Information:- Chunk information is
useful when determining the boundaries of
NEs. chunk information is extracted using
GENIA tagger V3.0.21.

6. Word Normalization:- Two types of normal-
ization namely stemming feature and word
shape feature are used. Word stem means
the root of a word. GENIA tagger V3.0.21 is
used to extract the stems. There are two types
of word shapes, general word shape and sum-
marized word shape. In a general word X is
substituted for each capital letter, x for each
small character and d for consecutive dig-
its. In a summarized word shape, consecutive

1http://www.nactem.ac.uk/GENIA/tagger/

capital letters are replaced by X , consecutive
small letters by x and consecutive digits by d.

7. Orthographic features:- These features cap-
ture word formation information. The set of
all orthographic features extracted are shown
in Table 2.

8. Dynamic Feature:- It denotes the predicted
tags of the words preceding the current word.
This feature is calculated during running. An
example of dynamic feature of size 4 are the
tags t−4, t−3, t−2, t−1 corresponding to the
words w−4, w−3, w−2, w−1 , where current
word is w0.

9. Stop Words:- This is a logical feature which
fires only if the current word is a stop word.

10. Non-Word:- This is a binary value which
fires only if the word exists in entire dictio-
nary. We used Grady augmented dictionary
in qdapDictionaries package in R soft-
ware (R Core Team, 2017).

11. Head Nouns:- The noun phrase describes the
functionality or property of a clinical NE
called head noun (Ekbal and Saha, 2013).
For example, examination is the head noun of
”cardiovascular examination”. Head nouns
are very important as these play a key role
for correct classification of a clinical NE
class. Unigrams and bigrams are used as
head nouns. For domain dependency, train-
ing data is used to extract head nouns.

3.2 Support Vector machines
SVM is a binary classifier, which creates a hyper-
plane that discriminates between the two classes.
SVM can be extended to multi-classes problems
by combing several binary SVMs and combining
using a one-vs-rest method or one-vs-one method
(Hsu and Lin, 2002).

3.3 Evaluation Metrics
The performance of our system is reported in
terms of f-measure (Hripcsak and Rothschild,
2005). F-measure is a harmonic mean of Preci-
sion (P) and Recall (R). Denoting TP as the num-
ber of true positives, FP number of false positives
and FN as the number of false negatives, recall,
precision and f-measure are calculated as follow:

P =
TP

TP + TF
201



Feature Example
INITCAPS Tonsillectomy
ALLCAPS MCV, RBC
ENDCAPS pH, proBNP
INCAPS freeCa
CAPSMIX cTropnT
HASDIGIT pO2,calHCO3
HASHYPHEN hyper-CVAD
ALPHNUM B12
GREEK alpha
NUMBER 101.5
HASATGC LACTATE
PUNCT INR(PT)
ROMAN IV, CD

Table 2: List of orthographic features and exam-
ples

R =
TP

TP + FN

f −measure =
2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R

3.4 Dataset
Our model is eval on i2b2 dataset (Uzuner et
al., 2011), which was originally created for entity
and relation extraction purposes at i2b2/VA 2010
challenge. It includes 826 discharge summaries
for real patients from the University of Pittsburgh
Medical Centre, Partners Health Care and Beth Is-
rael Deaconess Medical Centre. Pittsburgh dis-
charge summaries was used as a test set in i2b2
challenge and other two sources used as a training
set. Statistics of the dataset is shown in Table 3.
Both testing and training sets are manually anno-
tated with three different named entities namely,
treatment, problem and test. It is important to note
that, there is lack of data sets that used for Clinical-
NER.

4 Experiments and results

The proposed method combines the outputs of
base-classifiers using two different approaches
namely Majority Voting and Stacked Generaliza-
tion.

For training the base classifiers, YamCha2

toolkit along with TinySVM-0.0923 is used.
While training, a context window of size 3 is
used (i.e. wi−3, wi−2, wi−1, wi, wi+1, wi+2, wi+3,

2http://chasen.org/t̃aku/software/yamcha/
3http://chasen.org/taku/software/TinySVM/

where wi is the current word) and the dynamic
features are set at three (i.e. the output tags
ti−3, ti−2, ti−1 of the three words wi−3, wi−2,
wi−1 preceding the current word wi will be con-
sidered).

In Majority Voting, the out of all base classi-
fiers are combined together and the output of fi-
nal system is decided based on majority voting. If
majority voting fail then the highest performance
output of the base classifiers is considered on fi-
nal output. For Stacked Generalization, an open
source implementation of CRF, CRF++ package4,
has been used for constructing a CRF-based meta
classifier.

The results of base classifiers and ensemble
classifiers using Majority Voting and Stacking are
shown in Table 4. The results show that, the best
base classifier is the classifier based on IOBE SR
model and the worst is the classifier based on IOE2
SR model. Both ensemble classifiers outperform
the base classifiers and ensemble using stacking
approach reported the best f-score.

5 Conclusion

Clinical-NER is a key task in health informa-
tion systems. Different approaches have been ap-
plied for Clinical-NER. Ensemble approach tries
to overcome the weakness of one approach by the
strength of another. In our paper, we have de-
signed an ensemble approach using majority vot-
ing and stacking techniques to combine the results
of base classifiers. We have used SVM for learn-
ing base classifiers using different SR models and
CRF classifier for learning the meta-classifier. Up
to our knowledge, it is the first work that uses SR
models for learning the base classifiers. The per-
formance of our approach outperforms the perfor-
mance of each of base classifiers.
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